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Dining in The Home of Anna and Oli Rubeksen in The Faroe Islands  HEIMABLÍDNI HJÁ
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Perhaps the best way to learn about a place you are visiting for
the first time is to sit down and talk to locals. This is especially
true if that place is as remote, unique, and sparsely populated
as the Faroe Islands, a tiny, enchanting archipelago of 18
islands located between Iceland, Norway, and Scotland in the
North Atlantic Ocean. Throw in a delicious, home-cooked, 6-
course meal, an assortment of beers and spirits, and killer
sunset views, and what you get is an unforgettable culinary,
cultural, and educational experience in a part of the world that
is truly magnificent.

The unbelievable landscape of the Faroe Islands  GETTY

This uniquely Faroese concept, called “Heimablidni” - which
translates to “home hospitality” – aims to introduce visitors to
the distinct tastes and cooking methods of Faroese cuisine in
the comfort of a family home. In the Faroes, nobody does
Heimablidni like Anna and Oli Rubeksen, who have been
opening their doors to tourists with their own unique brand of
supper club since 2012. In 2017, the couple even accepted the
Nordic Food Council’s “Embla” Award as representatives and
pioneers of the Heimablidni concept itself.
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The sign in front of Anna and Oli Rubeksen's home  ERICA ZOHAR

Our hosts Anna and Oli Rubeksen  ERICA ZOHAR
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The Faroe Islands are home to approximately 50,000 people –
and roughly twice as many sheep – with nearly half living in
the area of its capital, Torshavn. Just a short drive west from
Torshavn, across the island of Streymoy and perched high
above the sea, lies the Rubeksens’ tiny village of Velbasta ur.
Their charming home, set below street level and blending into
the lush cliffside by virtue of its trademark Faroese green
grass roof, is easy to miss. Once inside, however, it is hard not
to be mesmerized by the stunning dining room views of the
Hestfjord waterway, the tiny island of Hestur, meaning
“horse,” and the even tinier island of Koltur, meaning “colt”
(population: 2).

There are more sheep in the Faroe Islands than residents. GETTY

Kirkjubøur and Koltur at Foaroe Islands. Traditional black tarred timber and grass

roofs.  GETTY

The evening begins with a shot of what is described by Oli as
traditional Faroese schnapps – which is apparently the potent
local spirit aquavit – and an appetizer of mutton sausage on
homemade rye bread. Before the aquavit has even had a
chance to kick in, we are getting to know our hosts, and these
are not your typical culinary entrepreneurs. Both Anna and
Oli have lived their entire lives in the Faroe Islands, first
meeting as kids. Anna is a 9  generation farmer who grew up
in the house that sits on the hillside just below her current
home. Reserved and focused, she handles most of the cooking.
Oli has been working on the family farm since he was a
teenager. Slim, bespectacled, and with a calm demeanor – Oli
could pass as the CEO of a Scandinavian furniture company –
he does most of the talking. When not farming or hosting
travelers from around the world for dinner, Anna works as a
nurse, Oli as a social worker.

Traditional Faroe Islands mutton sausage  ERICA ZOHAR

The food keeps coming… egg with creamed herring on toast,
then fermented fish and potatoes, then meatballs and mashed
potatoes. Each dish is paired with a different locally brewed
beer (though I had a hard time laying off the rhubarb
lemonade throughout the night), and each dish does its job,
capturing in some small way the tastes of the Faroe Islands. 

Oli Rubeksen preparing the first course.  ERICA ZOHAR

Homemade herring and egg  ERICA ZOHAR

In between bites and sips, Oli is a wealth of knowledge when it
comes to his home country (the Faroes fly their own flag, but
are part of the Kingdom of Denmark). We learn about Faroese
culture and society (interestingly, a shortage of women in the
Faroes has brought about a recent influx from Thailand and
the Philippines). We learn that crime in the Faroes is virtually
non-existent (one murder in the last 30 years!), and that high
winds are to blame for the virtual lack of trees on the islands.
We learn about Faroese politics (a plethora of political signs
lined our route to dinner, making it clear that elections were
around the corner) and Faroese sports (the beloved national
soccer team is becoming increasingly formidable, as evidenced
by its home and away victories against Greece in the 2016
European championships).

Anna Rubeksen preparing her family recipe of homemade meatballs and potatoes
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Homemade meatballs and mash  ERICA ZOHAR

And we learn a whole lot about Faroese cooking and food
preparation techniques, in particular the traditional method of
fermentation, which is the process of drying meat or fish
outdoors over the course of months, allowing the local climate
and elements to dictate flavor.

Fermented Stockfish is unsalted fish, especially cod, dried by cold air and wind on

wooden racks ... [+]  GETTY

Fermented fish prepared by Anna ERICA ZOHAR

The Faroese people pride themselves on using what their
environment has provided for them, and using the resources
of their farms efficiently. Nearly our entire dinner originated
from the Rubeksens’ farm.

Lamb from the farm of Anna and Oli Rubeksen with Carmalized Potatoes  ERICA

ZOHAR

Fittingly, home-slaughtered lamb, with caramelized potatoes
and a side of red cabbage, serves as our delicious main course,
and a dessert of ice cream with rhubarb chutney brings our
meal to a satisfying close. (Dinner with Anna & Oli is billed as
a 5-course affair, but with dessert, I counted six courses.)
 After a home-cooked meal so good, one feels guilty not
helping with the dishes – but don’t worry, that’s not part of
the deal. Instead, feel free to leave with one of the Rubeksens’
recently-completed coffee table books, titled When Strangers
Came Knocking (not available on Amazon), as a reminder of
an unforgettable evening. 

Dessert ERICA ZOHAR

The Faroe Islands were an unexpected surprise for this world
traveler, a destination that I hope to revisit someday. And
when I do, I know there will be a spot at a very special dinner
table, in a tiny village on a hill, waiting for me.

View from the dining room of Anna and Oli Rubeksen  ERICA ZOHAR

Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. Check out my website. 

Erica Wertheim Zohar

I get an adrenaline rush every time I am about to embark on a new

adventure. I have a passport in constant need of refill pages and a loyal

following of friends who… Read More
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Cécilia Pelloux Contributor

Le Meurice is located on rue de Rivoli between Place de La
Concorde and The Louvre, overlooking the Tuileries Gardens.
The Parisian Palace combines quite a perfect mix: an ideal
location, a spectacular view and a great design atmosphere. A
mix of classic French design with the modern codes. A
combination of the 18th century opulence with contemporary
chic.

Le Meurice lobby NIALL CLUTTON

Part of the Dorchester Collection which includes The
Dorchester in London, The Beverly Hills Hotel or Hotel Bel-
Air in California, Le Meurice is managed by German woman
Franka Holtmann-not very common in the industry- “I am
German by birth and French at heart as I left Germany for
France after my studies in 1980” said Franka Holtmann. She
has been a leading expert in palace hotels as she worked at
The Ritz, The Plaza Athénée, Hôtel de Crillon then Le
Meurice. She always says that she loves the magic of hotels.
Since 2006, she has led this French iconic Palace with
passion; her challenge was to revitalize a hotel with a rich
history and identity. Today, the palace is an iconic address and
the home to Parisians and visitors from all over the world. 
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